1. Cookie Notice
1.1. Information about the use (processing) of cookies
This policy explains how cookies are used on the website wgsacademy.com (hereinafter – the “Website”).
We recommend you to visit the cookie policy so that you know how we use cookies and could take measures
to decline or delete cookies if you do not agree with the way they are used.
1.2. A cookie file is a small piece of the text transferred to the browser from the website that you are
visiting. It helps the website to remember information about you, e.g. your preferred language. This
will be useful when you visit the same website the next time. Thanks to cookies, web browsing
becomes more convenient.
1.3. We use cookies so that you could navigate through the pages and improve your experience as a
user. Also, we use cookies to analyze how users interact with the website so that you could share
the content via social networks, and to provide you with integrated content of the third parties.
Also, we use cookies in emails to find out how the users get to the Website so that we could evaluate
the effectiveness of our digital marketing.
1.4. We pool the information obtained via cookies with your IP-address, type of browser, device and
operating system, e.g. for providing statistical information about Website visitors. If the Website
uses third-party cookies, you’ll have to learn from the third party how they use cookies (see Chapter
3 below).
1.5. Cookies that we currently use on our Website are described below. We recommend you to visit our
cookie policy so that you know how we use cookies and could take measures to decline or delete
cookies if you do not agree with the way they are used.
1.6. In this cookie policy we use the term “cookie” to describe cookies or any similar technologies, such
as web beacons, locally stored objects and pixels.
2. Consent for Cookies Processing
2.1. Cookies required for the Website work are installed automatically. They are described in Chapter
3 below.
2.2. Also, we use analytical cookies on the Website to collect data about the way our users use our
websites. We use these data to draw reports and to improve the websites, to make them more
convenient to use, and to control their work. How we use analytical cookies is described in Chapter
3 below. If you do not use a cookie control to decline it, analytical cookies will be installed
automatically while closing when you push Save and Close button on a cookie control.
2.3. Other cookies described in this policy are installed upon your consent (before the withdrawal of
your consent). You can control your consent via cookies on the Website.
2.4. If you use the Website, you give your unreserved consent with this processing policy and cookies
processing terms and conditions stated hereof.
2.5. Cookies are processed for the purposes stated in cl. 1.3 and 2.2, chapter 3 hereof.
2.6. Persons providing cookies processing are: limited liability company Serviceplan Group Rus (PSRN
1127746384677 / TIN 7721758178), limited liability company Louder Active (PSRN
1117746170574 / TIN 7725717623), limited liability company Louder SPX (PSRN
1177746452410 / TIN 7704410616), limited liability company Serviceplan Russia (PSRN
1087746629112 / TIN 7703666044), limited liability company PlanNet (PSRN 1177746947267 /
ИНН 7704444164), William Grant & Sons Brands Ltd. Abovementioned persons are entitled to
transfer personal data to the third parties for storage, processing and transfer of cookies.
2.7. We are entitled to execute any type of cookies processing, including collection, recording,
classification, accumulation, storage, specification (updating, amendment), extraction, use, transfer
(distribution, delivery, access), impersonation, blocking, deleting, destruction of cookies.
2.8. Also, we are entitled to remind you about cookies and ask you to confirm your consent for us to
use cookies when you register for any services or activate any function on the Website which is
used on cookies.
2.9. Your consent for cookies processing is given for an indefinite period of time until you withdraw
your consent for cookies processing.

3. Cookies that we use
On the Website we use:
3.1. First-party/technical cookies. These cookies are required for you to be able to navigate through
the Website and use its functions, such as access to protected parts of the Website. It is impossible
to provide requested services to you without these cookies. These cookies are installed
automatically.
3.2. Analytical/session cookies. They allow us to identify and calculate the number of visitors and to
see how the visitors navigate through the Website while using it. It helps us to improve the
Website’s work, e.g. by providing the users the opportunity to easily find what they need.
3.3. Functionality cookies. These cookies help to identify users returning to the Website. They help to
individually pick up the content for you and remember your preferences. If you block these cookies
it may affect the Website’s performance and features and may limit access to the website’s content.
3.4. Targeting cookies. These cookies remember your visits to the Website, pages that you have
visited, and links you have followed. We use this information to make the Website more
corresponding to your interests. Also, we are entitled to transfer this information to the third parties
for the same purpose.
3.5. Third-party integrated cookies. In addition to the abovementioned cookies, we also use the
following cookies for performance and functional purposes to provide additional features and make
your content exchange with the Website easier. These are the cookies installed by a third party
while accessing the Website and controlled by the third party.
4. Accept and Decline Cookies
4.1. Except for the cookies required for the Website’s work, we shall not implement any cookies without
your consent. [explain how to get consent].
4.2. [You can control cookies on the Website via the cookies control function on the Website which is
compatible with most browsers and devices. Currently cookies [display of cookies control status].
To restore access to cookies by default, change settings in Cookie Control or push the button below:
[enter a cookies reset button]
Please be aware that Cookie Control uses cookies to remember your preferences. If you delete
cookies in your browser or device, you’ll have to activate cookies control settings once again when
you visit the Website the next time].
4.3. [If you want to visit the Website but cannot get access to the cookies control function and do not
give your consent for using the cookies (or some of the cookie files), you can block cookies by
activating a corresponding feature in your browser or device which allows refusing from installing
all or part of cookies. However, if you use the setting of your browser to block all cookies (including
first-party/technical cookies), it is likely that you will not be able to get access to the Website or
some features of the Website.
5. Third-Party Platforms
5.1. We shall not be liable for the use of cookies by third-party platforms outside our control if you use
such platforms.
6. Policy Amendments
6.1. This policy (terms and conditions) of using cookies may be amended by us at any time. Please
check this page from time to time to keep track of any amendments.
7. Contact Us
7.1. Feel free to contact us via email info@wgsacademy.com for any additional information from us
upon this cookies policy or any related issues.
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